Facilitation Results Chain/ Impact Logic

Impacts
- Increase in income
- Increase in profit
- Increase in yield

Outcomes
- Farmers use quality inputs appropriately during cultivation
- Farmers get information from trained retailers on benefits and usage of quality inputs
- Other farmers are influenced by benefited farmers to use quality inputs appropriately during cultivation
- Other input supply retailers seek training on benefits and usage of quality inputs

Outputs
- More knowledgeable input supply retailers share this information with their client farmers

Facilitation Activities
- Input supply retailers trained on benefits and usage of quality inputs by input supply companies
- Input supply company assisted in preparing training module
- Identification of input supply company interested in providing training to retailers
Result Chains / Impact Logics

Results chains:

- are the “backbone” of program facilitation activities
- constitute a key monitoring tool
- present how a LF initiative and corresponding program facilitation activities are expected to contribute to permanent improvements in market systems functions and impact on the target group
- constitute a guide for project teams, depicting the relationship between what they do, the system-level changes they are trying to achieve, and the pathway to poverty reduction.